Chart
Abstraction

Many of today's health systems are implementing new EHRs as well as
other clinical software. Frequently, this means patient data will require
conversion into the new software system either from existing legacy
systems or paper charts. One of the most formidable tasks in this
process is the transition of shelves of patient records stored on paper
to the electronic system. This time-consuming effort presents a
challenge to organizations with limited staff often having more work
than enough staff to fully address the project.
MMY's Chart Abstraction service provides a flexible, custom resources
solution designed to help clients convert patient data housed in legacy
systems or on paper charts with minimal disruption to day to day
operations. Our team carefully reviews each customer's situation to
provide a recommendation of the most appropriate staffing levels and
expertise needed to effectively convert the data. This allows physicians
and specialty practices to choose the critical patient information
needed for an optimal continuum of care.

Why Choose
MMY Consulting?
Complete Engagement Solution
MMY fully supports our customers’
projects from inception to
completion and closure
Best Practice Driven
Our proven methodologies are built
around best practices, and our
templates and tools are designed to
support technical and business goals
Strategic Direction

Capabilities




Conversion of paper charts or data in an existing legacy
system to your new system by experienced medical
professionals (RN, LPN, MA)
EHR Expertise - Epic, Cerner, Athenahealth, McKesson, GEMS,
as well as others
Custom transfer requests such as vaccinations, medication
reconciliation, history, and more

Benefits
By allowing a proven partner to assist you, the burden is relieved from
your staff. We have a great deal of experience weather with a simple
physician practice or the combining of two providers, we have the
experience to make it a seamless process for you.

Our knowledgeable experts address
and drive solutions to complex,
difficult challenges occurring within
healthcare and enterprise
environments
Experience and Commitment
Our team of associates have
experience in multiple industries and
with a variety of clients, we drive
success as your partner and work
with you to bring successful results

We’ve Done IT Before
MMY has assisted several major clients with the conversion of their
data including manual (from paper charts to Allscripts), legacy system
data (Allscripts to Epic), and more. Visit mmyconsulting.com to engage
with an experienced staff member and learn how this valuable service
can help you quickly and effectively transfer patient data.

www.mmyconsulting.com
317.846.9500
Info@mmyconsulting.com

